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HIMA-SELLA KEP Project - Norway

Located 30km north of Stavanger in Norway, the
Kårstø plant is the world’s third largest export port
for liquefied petroleum gases (LPGs) and plays an
important role in the Norwegian economy. It
processes gas and condensates, a.k.a. light oils,
piped from offshore installations on the Norwegian
Continental Shelf and elsewhere in the North Sea.

The plant may be thought of as comprising two
halves, where each half has a number of process
trains. For example, the Statpipe/Sleipner half of
the plant includes trains 100, 200 and 300 and
commenced processing condensates from North
Sea fields in 1985. During the period 1998 to 2000
the Kårstø Upgrade Programme (KUP) added
trains 410 and 420 to serve the Åsgard trunkline;
which delivers gas from the Åsgard, Mikkel, Kirsten
and other fields on the Norwegian Continental
Shelf.

KUP effectively doubled the site area, which
currently stands at almost 2 km2

At the plant, gas and condensates are fractioned
to make a variety of LPG products including
propane, iso- and normal butane, naptha and
ethane, and each processing train is controlled
from its own Local Equipment Room (LER). In
addition, there are LERs dedicated to the storage
areas for each gas processed and also the site’s
utilities (such as steam, water and air).

In total there are 14 LERs, all of which are
networked to a Central Control Room (CCR).

Refined products leave the plant by tanker, for
example LPG products from Kårstø are shipped
around the world, or are piped elsewhere into
mainland Europe; for example, the Europipe and
Statpipe/Norpipe trunklines run into Germany.

In 2008, the Kårstø plant produced 24.6 billion
cubic metres of dry gas, 0.8Mt of ethane, 3.2Mt of
LPG and 2.2Mt of condensate/naptha. It operates
24/7 and at any one time there are approximately
500 personnel working on site.

KEP2010

Safety is of course important throughout the entire
petrochemical industry but clearly, the larger the
installation, the greater the challenges associated
with implementing the necessary safety systems.

Kårstø already boasts an impressive safety record
but site operator Gassco and its technical services
provider Statoil are both keen to bring all systems
in line with newer plants; and enhancing safety at
Kårstø is one of a number of projects collectively
known as the Kårstø Expansion Project 2010
(KEP2010).

Upgrading the safety systems is the responsibility
of Stockport-based Hima-Sella, which was
established in 1974 and is an appointed partner of
Germany-based HIMA; a world-leading
independent designer of automated safety
solutions used in the process industry.
Furthermore, Hima-Sella commands its own

THE LOGICAL SOLUTION
FOR SAFETY
Hima-Sella is upgrading critical safety systems as part of the Kårstø Expansion Project 2010.
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reputation for quality - as a world-class designer,
supplier and integrator of safety, control and
automation systems - within a variety of industries.

The KEP2010 safety contract, which is worth in
excess of £6m, was awarded to Hima-Sella in
early 2008, and the company’s responsibilities
typically fall into the following areas:

l The installation of a Critical Action Panel (CAP)

in the CCR

l The provision of six new Emergency Shut-Down

(ESD) systems in the Statpipe/Sleipner area of

the plant;

l The provision of seven ESD/CAP interface

systems to the existing ESDs located in the

Åsgard area of the plant;

l The installation of five secondary High Integrity

Pressure Protection Systems (HIPPS) on the

Statpipe/Sleipner side of the plant; and

l The provision of a redundant OPC

communication link between the ESD and the

HMI, to provide plant-wide status and alarms.

Figure 1 illustrates the above points in relation to
the Kårstø plant.

The contract was awarded by Statoil, which is
being assisted in the KEP2010 venture by MW
Kellogg, which (amongst other responsibilities) is
tasked with modernising the plant’s Human-
Machine Interface (HMI) and Fire & Gas systems.
See ‘Companies at Glance’.

Emergency Shutdown
To a degree, previous KEPs have all concentrated
on expansion (with the addition of process trains,
storage facilities and/or utilities) but KEP2010 is
more of a ‘plant-wide modernisation programme’;
which includes upgrades of the original Planar F
systems that were installed by HIMA more than 20
years ago.

As mentioned, six LERs are to be fitted with new
ESDs, which Hima-Sella is building using HIMA’s
rack-based HIQuad H51q programmable
electronic systems (PES). Each PES has two dual
(1002D) processor-based command modules.
Within each module, the two processors are
continuously comparing their calculations. Any
discrepancies will result in the module shutting
down; but not resulting in loss of the ESD function
(because the other module remains operative).

In addition, each PES has several racks
containing input/output (I/O) modules which are
hardwired to field devices; such as valve solenoids,
switches, sensors and alarm detectors. Each I/O is
duplicated (a practice known as ‘duplex
configuration’). On the I/O modules the individual
I/O pins are continuously being toggled to test for
any ‘stuck at’ conditions, and errors are flagged or
a shutdown is automatically initiated depending on
the device to which the modules are connected.

With this configuration of two dual (1002D)
processor modules and the allocation of two I/O
modules for each critical signal, the PES is
affording what is known as ‘dual redundancy
within a duplex system’; which provides high

Figure 1 – Hima-Sella’s responsibilities
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reliability whilst negating the need for a shutdown
in the event of a localised fault. Moreover, in the
event of a fault, any module can be ‘hot-
swapped’, thus providing a rapid restoration to full
availability.

All PESs are being programmed by Hima-Sella
using HIMA’s IEC 61131-3-compliant ELOP II
software tool; which is used in a variety of
industries for safety-planning. ELOP II is essentially
a software development tool that allows safety
systems to be ‘built’ through the placement and
connection of functional blocks on screen. The
finished design (of these building blocks) is then
compiled into a program code that will reside in
the processor modules – and it is worth noting that
as part of that compilation the design is checked
for errors and that its intended operation is within
pre-defined safety parameters. A final check is the
functional verification of the program against the
specification and design documentation. This is
done using online test features within ELOP II.

Critical Action
As mentioned, the Local Equipment Rooms are
networked to a Central Control Room (CCR). In
this room, Hima-Sella is installing a Critical Action
Panel (CAP); which is a major addition to the
Kårstø plant. The CAP is essentially a curved
control desk consisting of three key functions:

l ESD

l Fire & Gas

l Telecommunications

The CAP features manual ESD functionality which,
in the event of an emergency (and/or loss of the
main HMI), allows the plant to be shut down in a
safe and controlled manner. This is achieved via
the interface to all new and existing ESDs (again,
Figure 1 illustrates) and four levels of shutdown
can be achieved:

l Level 1 = complete plant shutdown

l Level 2 = complete plant shutdown bar utilities

l Level 3 = individual process area shutdowns

l Level 4 = local plant shutdown

The CCR also contains four ‘mini CAPs’. These are
also ESDs and are devoted to a) onsite utilities; b)
offsite utilities; c) the Statpipe/Sleipner side of the

plant; and d) the Åsgard side of the plant. Using
these mini-CAPS, operators can initiate Level 3
and 4 shutdowns. 

Accordingly, every valve protected by ESD could
receive its ESD signal from one of three sources,
namely its corresponding LER, its corresponding
mini CAP or the CAP (Master ESD).

In addition, at the centre of the Main CAP is a 2m
wide map of the plant, which shows the status of
the site’s fire areas. Each fire area is represented
on the map by three LEDs for indicating a) gas
detection, b) fire detection and c) manual call-point
operated. This panel also provides active fire
protection and fire water monitors, ring main
pressure and wind speed/direction indication.

The CAP also provides telecommunications to the
offsite emergency services, plus radio
communications to the entire plant and the jetty
loading facilities.

PSD and HIPPS
Considering the project from a valve’s perspective
is perhaps the best way to introduce two other
aspects of KEP2010. As mentioned, there are
about 300 safety-critical valves associated with
gas processing and storage at Kårstø. These
valves will all be protected by ESD functionality.

These valves will also be protected by a Process
Shutdown (PSD) function; which is currently part of
the aforementioned (and current) control system
(the HMI) but KEP2010 will see PSD realised as a
standalone safety feature - and not something
which is tied in with a control system. The PSD
signal will come from the modernised HMI; for
which MW Kellogg is responsible.

Whilst having independent solenoids, the ESD and
PSD systems will be interlinked. For example, in
the event of a demand for shutdown the ESD



solenoid will close the valve and send a signal to
the PSD solenoid (which will also de-energise).
This will feed back to the HMI. Upon the ESD
being cleared it will be possible to reset the ESD
solenoid locally, but the valve will not reopen until
the PSD solenoid is also re-energised (which a
CCR operator would need to authorise via the
HMI).

In addition, both the ESD and PSD systems will
include test functions – to be controlled from the
upgraded HMI – which test the respective
solenoids with a partial stroke (i.e. the valve will not
fully close).

A number of the plant’s valves will also be
protected by High Integrity Pressure Protection
Systems (HIPPS) - which are used extensively in
the petrochemical industry to ensure safety and to
avoid unnecessary flaring. And from a cost-benefit
point of view HIPPS also affords continuous
operation close to the overall system’s limit of safe
operation.

Hima-Sella is implementing HIPPS using HIMA’s
Planar 4 Fail Safe Solid State System, within which
logic modules create output signals (for opening or
releasing critical valves) based upon the condition
of critical input signals (for example, as derived
from pressure sensors). 

The ‘fail safe’ aspect of HIMA’s Planar 4 system is
primarily due to the required presence of a pulsed
signal (generated by each module) that needs to
permeate all the way through the safety logic in
order for a HIPPS-protected valve to be operated.
However, as with HIQuad PES, this is also in a
duplex configuration, to provide high availability
without compromising the specified plant safety.

Safety Assured
Arguably one of the most challenging aspects of
designing any safety system is ensuring correct
and reliable behaviour, and in this respect Hima-
Sella has considerable experience. For KEP2010
safety is implemented at different levels using
different mechanisms some of which are inter-
related (e.g. ESD and PSD) and some of which are
standalone (i.e. HIPPS).

Safety is also assured through how the protection
functions are implemented. For example, it was
decided that ESD would need to be adaptable
should there be changes to the plant’s processes
and operations – so the processor-based HIQuad
H51q was decided upon for many of the LERs and
the CCR. In addition, through ELOP II it is possible
to view the condition of critical signals.

In the case of HIPPS, the requirement was for an
independent, ‘hardwired’ safety solution with a
small footprint – hence Planar 4 was the logical
choice. In this respect, KEP2010 represents a
good example of the optimum deployment of
safety-related solutions.

It also represents the optimum deployment of
Hima-Sella personnel, for all design, installation
and commissioning activities. For example, Hima-
Sella is CASS-accredited, (where CASS stands for
Conformity Assessment of Safety Related
Systems) and has built it into its quality assurance
procedures (which have been ISO 9001 certified
since 1989). This means only suitably qualified and
experienced engineers can undertake certain
design and approval activities.
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Hima-Sella is also well-versed in
programme/project management, and for
KEP2010 the company will be ensuring the
modernisation takes place in a timely and safe
fashion. In some cases it will be possible to switch
over, from old to new equipment with minimum
disruption to plant operation. In other cases,
shutdowns will be required. These will be done
safely and swiftly, so as to minimise downtime.

With all these factors in mind, the work Hima-
Sella is undertaking at the Kårstø plant is a prime
example of how the company is able to leverage
its wealth of experience on projects of extreme
importance.

Companies at a Glance

l Hima-Sella – a proven service provider of safety

control and automation systems. Figure 1 summarises

the company’s responsibilities in relation to KEP2010.

l HIMA – a world-leading independent designer of

automated safety solutions used in the process

industry.

l The Gassled Joint Venture, which comprises 11 oil

and gas companies with operations on the Norwegian

Continental Shelf) and owner of the Kårstø plant.

l Gassco - the (Norwegian) state-owned operator of

the plant.

l Statoil is the plant’s technical services provider and a

shareholder in Gassled. 

l MW Kellogg is providing engineering, procurement

and construction assistance .

l ABB – responsible for upgrading the Process

Shutdown safety function & HMI

l Apply Sørco – responsible for the detailed design

phases of a KEP2010 Instrument Upgrade Project (IUP)

l Aibel – responsible for a variety of mechanical

installation work under KEP2010

Note: this is not an extensive list of all companies

involved in KEP2010, nor does is reflect the full

responsibilities of those listed
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Carrington Field Street, Stockport, 

Cheshire SK1 3JN United Kingdom

telephone: +44 (0)161 429 4500 • facsimile: +44 (0)161 476 3095

email: sales@hima-sella.co.uk • web: www.hima-sella.co.uk

H I M A - S E L L A  L I M I T E D
SAFETY CONTROL & AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

HIMA-SELLA

Located in Stockport, Cheshire Hima-Sella has easy access to the motorway

network, mainline railways and Manchester International Airport. Hima-Sella has

custom built offices and workshops providing:

l Consultancy Feasibility • Risk Assessment • Reliability Studies

Whole Life Costing

l Project On time delivery of project • Regular customer contact 

Management Agreed milestones to monitor progress

l Design Detailed Design • Functional Logic • Auto CAD

l Engineering Functional Design Specification • Safety Requirements

Safety Requirements Specification

l Manufacturing Panel Build • System Build • System Integration

l Testing In-house • Factory Acceptance Testing • Site Acceptance Testing

l Commissioning System Inspection • Support during Startup

l Technical Support 24 hour call out support • Upgrades/Modifications 

Maintenance (IEC 615O8 life cycle)

l Training Hardware/Software Design • Maintenance and Servicing

Customised courses

Hima-Sella
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